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Abstract
This work demonstrates the synthesis of hydrophobic silica aerogels from silicic acid with pH variations by using a cost-
effective and safe ambient pressure drying process. The work aims to evaluate the effect of pH variation on physicochemi-
cal properties of silica aerogels by standard techniques. In the present investigation, we have selected hexane as the 
solvent and trimethylchlorosilane/hexane was used to perform the surface modification of wet gel in order to elude the 
contraction and disintegration of gel association subsequent to a drying process. The effect pH on gelation in the form 
hydrolysis and condensation as well as on amorphous structure, physical properties such as density, thermal stability, 
surface area, pore-volume, pore radius, optical transmittance were investigated. FTIR spectroscopy was used to confirm 
the silylation (surface modification) of the prepared silica aerogel samples. Water contact angles were measured to verify 
the hydrphobic behaviour of all the samples. Among the prepared pH varied samples, the sample having pH ~ 5 shows 
better results such as high optical transmittance, thermal stability, hydrophobicity and high surface area.
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1 Introduction

The special class of materials having the air as main 
constituent (up to 98%) and solid material as a minimal 
constituent (up to 2%) are generally referred to as the 
‘Aerogels’ [1]. The term aerogels became earmarked for 
the porous gels obtained by eliminating solvent from 
highly distended gels without or minimal collapsing of 
the gel network. Nowadays aerogels are emerging as an 
entirely new class of solid-state materials with open cell, 
large surface area (~ 1000 m2/g), low density (~ 0.03 g/
cm3) low thermal conductivity (0.02 W/m-K) and highly 
porous structure (~ 96%) [2]. Typically, the structures of 
aerogels are built-up by particles with the greater part 
of the nanoscale pores which form an inorganic frame-
work. As a consequence of these exceptional nanoscale 
structures, ultra-low-density with high porosity materials 

demonstrate many attention-grabbing and unusual prop-
erties [3, 4]. Hence these remarkable properties of silica 
aerogel have many more applications such as optical, cata-
lytic, super thermal insulator, insulated flask, and refrigera-
tors, Cerenkov radiation detectors [5–7].

In the conventional approach, the aerogel preparation 
was carried out via a supercritical drying process [8]. In 
extremely critical drying procedures, elevated tempera-
ture and pressure with supercritical fluids are being used 
to remove a liquid component of a gel which is very risky 
and often hazardous as well as expensive also [9]. In the 
view of commercialization of aerogel products drying with 
siloxanes at high temperature and pressure with highly 
igneous solvent evacuation which is very risky [10]. In the 
synthesis of aerogel, the most enviable step is to abolish 
the extremely critical drying procedure. Therefore, inter-
ests upsurge in aerogel research to fabricate the samples 
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of silica aerogels at a normal room temperature in ambient 
conditions which is an alternative preparation route [11]. 
In recent times, the production of silica aerogels via these 
safe techniques using low-cost precursors such as sodium 
silicate solution has been identified as a feasible approach.

For the preparation of high-quality nanostructured 
materials, the sol–gel technique is a simple and reliable 
process. The viewpoint of silica aerogels applications, 
to control their porous structures is very essential. The 
advantage of the sol to gel formation technique is bet-
ter to control over size and microstructure [12, 13]. Using 
this approach, the properties and structures of silica aero-
gels can be tailored to specific applications by optimizing 
sol–gel processing parameters [14]. Although the prepa-
ration methods, precursor, solvents, silylating agent and 
different physicochemical parameters of silica aerogels 
are widely investigated, the reports on the effect of pH on 
the various physicochemical parameters of silica aerogels 
are rare.

Usually, in the preparation of silica aerogel, the con-
densation and the hydrolysis procedures are promoted 
by acids and bases [15]. This affects the microstructure of 
the gel and ultimately the gelation time and macroscopic 
properties due to aggregations of nonporous primary 
particles. The synthesis conditions also affect the aggre-
gations influencing the particle size, pore formation, and 
chain branching. As a result, the macroscopic properties 
like pore size, porosity, bulk density, and surface area can 
be changed [16]. Very few research reports are available 
in the literature about the effect of pH on the physico-
chemical parameters of silica aerogel. Brinker et al. [17] 
were studied the impact of pH on the gel formation. Pope 
and AS Dorchehet al. [15] concluded from their report that 
pH not only affects the control of hydrolysis procedure 
and gelation but also the physicochemical parameters. 
Sarawade et al. [18] reported the influence of pH parame-
ters on gelation. Katalin Sinko [19] investigated the impact 
of pH parameters on the properties of aerogels in a brief 
way. He reported that by varying the synthesis conditions 
and parameters structure of the porous materials can be 
tailored. Twej et al. [20] studied the correlation of pH with 
optical, morphological behaviour of aerogel samples. They 
reported that the pH variation can be used to control the 
optical parameters of silica aerogels. Thus, herein we inves-
tigated the physical and chemical parameters of aerogel 
samples with varied pH prepared at the ambient condi-
tions. One of the reactions and processing parameters in 
the sol–gel synthesis is the pH which affects the physical 
parameters like porosity, density, strength, transparency, 
etc. in addition the chemical structure of the resulting gel 
[21].

To the date for the utilization in Cerenkov radiation 
detector silica aerogels are the lightest solid material 

available in the world with the sufficiently highest opti-
cal transparency (~ 90%) low refractive index (~ 1.01). 
Although in this case, the market is very limited, and it 
is requisite to demonstrate the aerogels with the lowest 
possible refractive index [22]. Thus, it can be observed 
through the literature that, the optical parameters of silica 
aerogels are not studied. In this report, we have prepared 
surface-modified silica aerogel by using trimethylchlo-
rosilane under the safe, un-hazardous and less-expensive 
ambient pressure drying method and sodium silicate as 
a precursor to augment the reproducible nature of silica 
aerogels production. We intended on the single synthe-
sis parameter that is the pH value of silicic acids prepared 
from sodium silicate solution passing through Amberlite 
ion exchange resin. However, in the literature, a shortage 
of studies covering the influence of pH on the physico-
chemical parameters was observed. In the current case, 
we made a sincere attempt to report a detailed descrip-
tion covering the influence of pH on the different phys-
icochemical parameters of the silica aerogel samples pre-
pared at ambient atmosphere.

2  Experimental procedure

Systematic preparation of hydrophobic silica aerogel was 
carried out at a different values of pH using the cost-effec-
tive and safest ambient condition process. To synthesize 
silica aerogels by sol–gel process, least expensive and 
non-toxic sodium silicate solution (M.W.122.06  g/mol, 
specific gravity 1.43, pH ~ 13) was used as a silica precur-
sor to obtain hydrogels. In the first step, sodium silicate 
solution was diluted  (Na2SiO3:  H2O ratio kept as 1:6) to get 
specific gravity of 1.05. Secondly,  Na2SiO3 solution was 
passed through Amberlite (IR-120H) ion exchange resin 
(purchased from SDFCL) to eliminate the barrier of  Na+ 
and to obtian the silicic acid (pH ~ 2 to 3). Then,  NH4OH 
 (NH3 (M.W.17.03) diluted in distilled water) of 1 N as a 
base catalyst was added to silicic acid for the adjustment 
of pH values. Sample coded as A, B, C, D was prepared with 
different pH values viz. 4, 5, 6, 7 respectively, and it was 
observed that the formation of the hydrogel of different 
pH took the time gap. To strengthen the silica network, 
the obtained hydrogel was kept in a hot water bath for 3 h 
aging process at 50 °C. The aged hydrogel was exchanged 
with 30 ml methanol  (CH3OH, M.W. 32.04 g/mol) to replace 
the water molecules presented in pores of gel. The same 
process was repeated for two times in 24 h at 50 °C. In the 
next step, the methanol in the gel was exchanged with 
30 ml Hexane  (C6H14, M.W. 86.18 g/mol) for 24 h at 50 °C. 
After the pore fluid decanted from hexane, the surface of 
the prepared samples was modified by Trimethylchlorosi-
lane (TMCS/C3H9SiCl, M.W. 108.64 g/mol, purity 98%) and 
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hexane mixture (TMCS to hexane ratio was kept 1:1) at 
50 °C in 24 h. After modification of wet gel, it was kept for 
drying process under ambient pressure at 50 °C and 150 °C 
for 1.25 h and 2.25 h respectively. The flowchart for the 
preparation of silica aerogel is displayed in Fig. 1.

The density (ρ) of the obtained aerogel samples was 
evaluated by the mass (M) to volume (V) ratio ( � = M∕

V  ) 
where mass was determined by the microbalance and 
volume by filling samples in a column of known volume. 
The TG–DTA technique was used to estimate the thermal 
behaviour of prepared samples in terms of retention of 
hydrophobicity. For this purpose, the heating rate was 
kept as 10 °C per minute in the nitrogen atmosphere from 
25 °C (room temperature) to 1000 °C. Fourier Transform 
Infrared (FT-IR, Bruker Germany, Vertex 70 model) spectra 
were recorded to affirm the chemical changes in the range 
of 500–4000 cm−1 which gave the evidence about the 
numerous chemicals bonding such as Si–O–Si network, 
–OH, Si–OH, C–H–CH3, and Si–C [23]. High-Resolution 
Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy technique 
(Model: FEI Quanta 200F) with EDS was used to analyze 
the microstructure and elemental mapping respectively 
of aerogel samples [24]. UV–Vis spectrophotometer 
(Avaspec-ULSi2048L, with a resolution of 0.05 nm) was 
used to carry out optical transparency of prepared samples 
over the range 250–700 nm to construct transmittances 
curves [25]. The nitrogen sorption isotherms recorded 
using Brunauer–Emmet–Teller (BET, Quantachrome Instru-
ments v5.2) were used to determine the specific surface 

area, pore volume and pore radius. Before BET measure-
ment the samples were degassed at 200 °C to remove the 
moisture and other unwanted content. The distribution 
of pore size is estimated by the BJH method. The contact 
angle measurements were carried out with the help of 
indegeneous contact angle meter consisting CCD camera 
controlled with computer.

3  Results and discussion

The silica aerogels can be produced via sol–gel technique, 
this process includes multiple steps like hydrolysis and 
condensation, gelation, surface modification, and drying, 
etc. Sol to gel transition mainly involves in the prepara-
tion of hydrogels [18]. In this transition the sols become 
very much viscous even if the beaker is tilted ceases to 
move, this transition is referred to as gelation. During the 
final stage of sol aging linear structures are formed, that 
transforms into the nano-globules, gelation period and 
the mass per volume mainly depend on the pH of the 
reaction. The condensation polymerization indicates that 
an ionic mechanism involves an aqueous solution while 
formations of silica gel. The structural configuration of the 
evolving gel network and final polymer are the main steps 
defined by the hydrolysis and condensation. The pH can 
be effectively influenced by the relative rate condensation 
and hydrolysis process which can be significantly affected 
by the final structures of the prepared sample. The impact 

Fig. 1  Flowchart for the preparation of silica aerogel
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of the pH values on the gelation period has appeared in 
Fig. 2. At the pH values corresponding to 7, the reaction 
rate for hydrolysis is very low and for the lowest reaction 
rate of condensation was at pH = 5. As the pH of the silica 
sol increased from 5 to 7 the time of gelation increases. As 
pH is less than or equal to 5 means under acid-catalyzed 
conditions are in the favor of hydrolysis reactions that limit 
condensation reactions [18, 20]. Because of this clustering 
of silica agglomerate at the quicker time comparatively 
which helps to form a porous silica network of three-
dimensional in a very short time. At a low pH range of 
silica sol, particles of the silica have very few ionic charges. 
Because of the rate condensation or diffusion rates, aggre-
gation may be restricted. At acidic conditions (pH 4–5) the 
tempo of the hydrolysis process lowers and condensation 
rate increases which in the favor of growing in siloxane 
bonds (Si–O–Si). At pH 7,  H+ concentration decreases 
hence hydrolysis rate is low as well as sols of silica are hav-
ing −ve charge and thus, they resist mutually because of 
this fact, the time required to form the gel at this range 
increases. At pH range around 5 gelation time is very less 
because silica monomers are transformed into particles, 
at the same time which aggregates into gel network [19].

The density of prepared silica aerogels samples var-
ied systematically. Under the basic conditions, silica gels 
obtain a more branched network and under the acidic 
conditions, it’s a more chain-like network. At pH 7 (neutral 
condition) condensation process dominates the hydrolysis 
process. At neutral pH value, the molecule of precursors 
agglomerated to lesser or more or denser particles [26, 
27]. An increase in density with preparation pH is a good 
agreement with surface area as well as FE-SEM is clearly 
shown aggregation pH at the natural condition.

Generally, silica aerogels are hydrophilic in nature 
with the humid surroundings it structure get destroyed 
to avoid this problem in the present work we modified 
the surface of prepared samples by employing TMCS. 
Thus, the silica aerogel samples become hydrophobic in 
nature with surface modification. In the surface modifica-
tion process –CH3 groups are attached to the gel surface 
[28, 29]. To understand the thermal stability of the pre-
pared aerogels sample at different pH values was exam-
ined using TGA–DTA as shown in Fig. 3. Exothermic peaks 
observed at 521 °C, 522 °C, 536 °C and 512 °C associated 
with the oxidation of methylsilyl group with pH value 4, 
5, 6 and 7 respectively. Beyond these temperatures there 
is significant weight loss because of the decomposition 
of modified methylsilyl groups on the silica network were 
observed. It indicates that the hydrophobic stability of the 
prepared sample could be maintained up to 521 °C, 522 °C, 
536 °C and 512 °C with pH value 4, 5, 6 and 7 respectively.

Fourier transform infrared spectra (FT-IR) of the pre-
pared samples has been confirmed the extent of surface 
modification (silylation) in silica aerogels with trimethyl-
chlorosilane as a silylating agent as shown in Fig. 4. The 
broad absorption peak ~ 1065 cm−1 in the FT-IR spectra 
corresponds to the Si–O–Si bonding (silica network) which 
helps to confirm the three-dimensional linking of Si–O–Si 
in the aerogels [30]. FT-IR spectra disclose that the strength 
of Si–O–Si peaks increases with increasing pH value. 
From the figure, it indicates that the absorption close to 
1250 cm−1 corresponds to the deformation and stretching 
modes of Si–C bond. The peak near to 840 cm−1 is linked 
with the Si–CH3 bending. The attachment of –CH3 groups 
to the gel surface confirms the hydrophobic nature of the 
prepared silica aerogels [31]. FT-IR spectra revealed that 

Fig. 2  Effect of pH on gelation time, density, surface area and pore volume of silica aerogels
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the pH of silica aerogel does not affect chemical bonding. 
In the present study, the hydrophobicity of the prepared 
sample was tested by putting silica aerogels sample on 
the water surface. It was observed that the sample was 
floating above the surface of the water molecule although 

try to an applied external force. The peak at 3120 cm−1 cor-
responds to the hydrogen-bonded water molecules that is 
O–H stretching band, which shows the unmodified surface 
of silica aerogels sample.

The microstructural FE-SEM micrographs of prepared 
samples with pH variation are shown Fig. 5. The FE-SEM 
images clearly show the three-dimensional network struc-
ture of silica (Si–O–Si) as well as the effect of pH on the sur-
face morphology of silica aerogel. Effect of preparation pH 
4, 5, 6, 7 on the morphology of prepared samples can be 
observed from FE-SEM images A, B, C, and D respectively. 
Figure 5a gives us information that aerogel for aerogel 
prepared with pH 4 has a more porous structure which is 
good agreement with obtained density BET results and the 
particle size is uniform. The aerogel prepared with silica 
sol having pH 5 shows (Fig. 5b) porous as well as little bit 
aggregation also with homogeneity of particle size. The 
preparation pH 6 (Fig. 5c) demonstrate that aerogel par-
ticles are dense and aggregated [32, 33]. As illustrated in 
Fig. 5d the silica aerogels prepared with natural condition 
aerogels particles show aggregation with identical parti-
cle size with good 3D structure. At pH 7 for hydrolysis the 
reaction rate very less hence it gives un-reacted silica net-
works because of this condition particles get aggregated 

Fig. 3  TGA–DTA curves of silica aerogel sample at different pH value

Fig. 4  The FT-IR spectrum of silica aerogels with different pH values
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and gives rise to dense particles and lowest surface area 
as well as density [19].

The elemental analysis of all the prepared samples was 
carried out by the energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDAX) 
coupled with the FE-SEM instrument. Figure 6 displays 
the EDAX spectra of all the aerogel samples prepared at 
various pH values. It is clearly observed from Fig. 6 that, 
the prepared aerogel samples only consist of the traces of 
the desired elements i.e. silica (Si), oxygen (O) and carbon 
(c). The weight and atomic percentage (wt% and at.%) are 
presented in tabular form in the inset of Fig. 9. The EDAX 
result reveals the pure form gesture of the prepared aero-
gel without the presence of any impurity traces.

Transmittance spectra determined via the plot of per-
centage transmission v/s UV–Vis wavelength is shown in 
Fig. 7 for the samples prepared at different pH values. The 
network structure of the prepared aerogel in the form of 
silica is the important factor that gives rise to the variation 

in the transmittance of exposed radiation. In the visible 
light spectra, scattering of the light increases as the inner 
surface of the pores of the prepared silica aerogels are 
more transparent. The light scattering in the prepared 
aerogels is may due to the divergence in the values of 
refractive indexes in between the silica network and inner 
pore of the gel which acts as scattering centers [20]. Sam-
ples with pH values 4, 6 and 7 shows relatively low trans-
mittance whereas the sample with pH value 5 expresses 
the greater transmittance as shown in Fig. 7.

The nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms and 
the pore size distribution (PSD) curves of the silica aero-
gels samples were recorded in order to estimate the 
effect of pH at which the sodium silicate solution was 
hydrolyzed are exhibited in Fig. 8. All the prepared sam-
ples show greater surface area values such as in rage of 
630–892 m2/g. For the prepared silica aerogel samples 
the physisorption isotherms were found that of type IV 

Fig. 5  FE-SEM images of microstructure of silica aerogel with pH variation
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hysteresis loop [32]. According to IUPAC classification, 
hysteresis loops, mesoporous materials consistent with 
type IV hysteresis loops [34–36]. The obtained isotherms 
plots of silica aerogel with different pH values indicate 
mesoporous (2–50 nm) size. In mesoporous materials, 
the capillary condensation occurs for all samples which 
give desorption cycles of isotherms. The results disclose 
that the pH of wet gel can be significantly influenced by 
microporous and mesoporous silica aerogels. There is vari-
ation in surface area of silica aerogel with pH value such 
that at natural condition surface area is less as compared 
to pH at 4. At pH 7 (neutral condition) condensation pro-
cess dominates the hydrolysis process the molecule of 
precursors aggregates which causes density upsurge and 
hence the surface area is less [20]. As pH value increase, 
the surface area of silica decrease, pore radius obtained 
19–21 Å, the variation of surface area, pore radius pore 
volume with respect to pH are summarized in Table 1. The 

Fig. 6  EDAX spectra of silica aerogel with pH variation

Fig. 7  Transmittance spectra of silica aerogel at different pH value
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pore volume varies from 0.6 to 2.4 cm3/g with pH varia-
tion, Fig. 2 demonstrates that the variation of surface area 
and pore volume reveal the same nature with preparation 
pH. The sample prepared at 5 shows more transmittance 
percentage because of the smaller particle network (radius 
< 70 Å) with broad PSD [33]. Result reveals that the prepa-
ration pH of silica sol can be easily used to adjust the sur-
face area, pore-volume, and radius of silica aerogel.

The hydrophobicity is one of the most important 
aspects of the silica aerogel samples as it governs the 
many applications. The measurement of the water contact 
angle is the popular technique to determine the hydro-
phobic behaviour of the prepared aerogel samples [37, 
38]. Figure 9 shows the water contact angle images of the 
prepared aerogel samples at varying pH values. The con-
tact angles measured from the images varies in between 
the 131°–149°. As the water contact angle values are 
greater than 90°, it approves the hydrophobic behaviour 
of all the samples. The highest value (149°) of the contact 
angle was observed for the sample having pH value ~ 5, 

whereas for pH ~ 7, the lowest value (131°) of the contact 
angle was observed.

4  Conclusions

An ambient pressure dried hydrophobic silica aerogels 
were successfully prepared by the sol–gel technique with 
the variation of solution pH. The influence pH on gelation 
in the form hydrolysis and condensation, as well as density, 
surface morphology, thermal stability, nanostructure such 
as specific surface area, pore-volume, and pore radius, was 
studied. The obtained results imply that preparation pH 
strongly affects the physicochemical parameters like ther-
mal steadiness, morphology, surface area, pore radius, and 
hydrophobicity. The density, thermal stability, BET surface 
area obtained aerogels sample varied from 0.10 to 0.18 g/
cm3, 512 to 536 °C, and 538 to 802 m2/g respectively. The 
samples prepared with pH 5 shows the highest trans-
mittance. Water contact angle measurements showed 

Fig. 8  Nitrogen adsorption–desorption isotherms and pore size distribution of silica aerogel at different pH value

Table 1  Obtained physical 
parameters of silica aerogels 
samples with different pH

pH value Gelation 
time (min)

Density 
(± 0.005) (g/
cm3)

Surface area 
 (m2/g) (± 6.246)

Pore radius 
(Å) (± 0.421)

Pore volume 
 (cm3/g) (± 0.082)

Thermal 
stability 
(°C)

4 4 0.1005 802 21.52 2.38 521
5 4 0.1091 770 21.13 1.98 522
6 12 0.1445 658 19.14 1.27 536
7 23 0.1802 538 19.18 0.62 512
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hydrophobic behaviour of all the samples. The best-quality 
silica aerogels in order of surface area, thermal stability 
and high transparency were obtained at for pH = 5.
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